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When taking a bath in the
river, Tiwi shows off to her
friends. ”Look what I can do
with my trunk!”
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But Tiwi’s friends do not like
it. For them, it is annoying.
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They are leaving one by one.
Tiwi is left alone.
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Ah, playing with the
monkeys may be more fun.
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Woohoo!
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Ouch! The tree cannot hold
it.
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Tiwi is too heavy for that
game.
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What about playing with the
rabbits?
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Oops! Ouch!
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A rabbit says that Tiwi’s
trunk is too long. Tiwi better
plays something else.
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What if playing with the
pangolin? It looks fun to
curl like that. Can Tiwi do it?
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”Ugh! Ugh! It turns out to
be difficult!”
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”Let’s leap upside down like
this, Tiwi!” Mousedeer asks.
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Wow, it looks fun!
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Suddenly ... splash!
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Oh, look! That house is on
fire! All animals are running
towards to offer help.
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But the fire is burning the
crown of the trees. Tiwi has
to do something.
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Screech! All animals cheer
for Tiwi.
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The fire is out now! Wow,
great, Tiwi!
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Now Tiwi knows how to
have fun. She can use her
long trunk for watering the
plants in Mr. Bee’s garden.
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Her trunk can also become
a bath fountain. Tiwi loves
to create the fun using her
trunk.
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